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Death in the Jordan 1970-01-01
this book summarizes the ngo master plan that provides a comprehensive program to rehabilitate the lower jordan river and its tributaries in jordan israel
and palestine it is a regional and civil society effort designed to promote the restoration of the valley s environmental and ecological values within a
realistic financial and economic framework the plan identifies 127 specific regional and national interventions projects until the year 2050 based on seven
strategic planning objectives pollution control sustainable water management and river rehabilitation sustainable agriculture jordan river basin governance
ecological rehabilitation sustainable tourism and cultural heritage development and urban and infrastructure development the total investment value is 4
58 billion usd the plan ranks the interventions and identifies their feasibility in a short medium and long term investment cycles considering the political
environment

Sustainable Development in the Jordan Valley 2016-10-14
this is a brilliant and revelatory first novel by a woman who is both an arab and an american who speaks with both voices and understands both worlds
through the narratives of four cousins at the brink of maturity laila halaby immerses her readers in the lives friendships and loves of girls struggling with
national ethnic and sexual identities mawal is the stable one living steeped in the security of palestinian traditions in the west bank hala is torn between
two worlds in love in jordan drawn back to the world she has come to love in arizona khadija is terrified by the sexual freedom of her american friends but
scarred both literally and figuratively by her father s abusive behavior soraya is lost in trying to forge an acceptable life in a foreign yet familiar land in love
with her own uncle and unable to navigate the fast culture of california youth interweaving their stories allowing us to see each cousin from multiple points
of view halaby creates a compelling and entirely original story a window into the rich and complicated arab world

East of the Jordan 1881
the desert kingdom of jordan is a land of surprises beyond a narrow mountain chasm discover the ancient nabataean city of petra above the jordan valley
the stately roman town of jerash in the eastern desert crumbling arab castles like moses climb mount nebo to see the land of israel and like lawrence of
arabia take tea with bedouin nomads in wadi rum float lazily in the sead sea or relax at the red sea resort of aqaba this way jordan introduces you to the
friendly dignified world of the arabs their history culture and customs the pleasures of their table and the bargains in the bazaar

West of the Jordan 2003-06-15
as the site of several miracles in the jewish and christian traditions the jordan is one of the world s holiest rivers it is also the major political and symbolic
border contested by israelis and palestinians combining biblical and folkloric studies with historical geography rachel havrelock explores how the complex
religious and mythological representations of the river have shaped the current conflict in the middle east havrelock contends that the intractability of the
israeli palestinian conflict stems from the nationalist myths of the hebrew bible where the jordan is defined as a border of the promised land both israelis
and palestinians claim the jordan as a necessary boundary of an indivisible homeland examining the hebrew bible alongside ancient and modern maps of
the jordan havrelock chronicles the evolution of israel s borders based on nationalist myths while uncovering additional myths that envision israel as a bi
national state these other myths she proposes provide roadmaps for future political configurations of the nation ambitious and masterful in its scope river
jordan brings a fresh provocative perspective to the ongoing struggle in this violence riddled region
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Jordan 2000-03
in spite of the importance of the jordan river dispute there has been no comprehensive and systematic study of the problem what few articles have been
written so far have been fragmentary and essentially dealt with the history of the dispute m g ionides in the disputed waters of jordan middle east journal
vol 7 i953 pp i53 ff georgiana stevens in the jordan river v alley international c on ciliation no 506 i956 and more recently kathryn b doherty in the jordan
waters conflict international conciliation no 533 i965 elaborate this theme h a smith in the waters of the jordan a problem of international water control
international affairs vol 25 i949 pp 4i5 ff has been the exception however his work is outdated in that many other factors have entered the picture since
i949 my purpose in writing this study is twofold first i have sought to update the writings in this field second it is hoped that the findings of this study will
give a clearer and a more objective insight into the problems involved primary sources for this study include united nations documents arab and israeli
government publications federal and international law cases dealing with river disputes treaties and newspapers sec ondary source materials include books
articles in learned journals and others

River Jordan 2011-12
abdullah s willingness to negotiate sometimes made him a lonely figure in a world where compromise is deemed worse than death his assassination in
1951 at the hands of an extremist seemed to sound the death knell for peace

The Jordan River Dispute 2012-12-06
this book approaches the jordanian israeli water affairs in the jordan river basin with a wide interdisciplinary perspective it unfolds the full history of the
dispute and negotiation process beginning in the 1950s and ending with the water accord in 1974 book jacket

A Bridge Across the Jordan 1997
a review of the history of the area west of the jordan serves as a background for a study of the complex problems facing jew and arab in the 1980 s this is a
well organized informative and useful treatment

Diplomacy on the Jordan 2002
first published in 1980 the jordanians presents historical and statistical data as well as an entertaining and witty narrative that treats the reader to a peek
into the middle eastern cultural heritage its diversity and humanity it shows why even after drastically changing their lifestyles to keep up with the world
around them the arabs still cling to their traditions of humanity compassion and hospitality this second edition republished on the occasion of the 100th
year of establishment of jordan includes a new foreword by economist and former minister dr yusuf mansur a new introduction and never before seen
restored pictures of jordan during its early years as well as updated statistics
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West of the Jordan 1997
this book is an account of the highly secret relationship between abdullah the hashemite ruler of jordan and the zionist movement spanning three decades
from the appointment of abdullah as emir in 1921 to his assassination in 1951 this work focuses on the clandestine diplomacy and the political and military
processes which determined the fate of palestine between 1947 and 1950 and which left the palestinian arabs without a homeland

The Jordanians 2022-09-01
this systematic study isolates those themes with which the early church proclaimed and celebrated the baptism of jesus in the jordan

Collusion Across the Jordan 1988
this volume explores nearly every facet of jesus research from eyewitness criteria to the reliability of memory from archaeology to psychobiography from
oral traditions to literary sources and from narrative criticism to gospel criticism bringing together a wide variety of topics and perspectives in one volume
this ambitious collaborative enterprise casts light on important debates and encourages creative links between ideas new and old this distinguished
collection of articles by internationally renowned jewish and christian scholars originates with the princeton prague symposium on jesus research it
summarizes the significant advances in understanding jesus that scholars have made in recent years chiefly through the development of diverse
methodologies even readers who are already knowledgeable in the field will discover unique angles from well known new testament scholars and all will be
brought up to speed on the current state of play within jesus studies

An Inquiry Into the Usage of Baptizo and the Nature of Johannic Baptism 1871
the first major account of the life of an extraordinary soldier and statesman king hussein of jordan throughout his long reign 1953 1999 hussein remained a
dominant figure in middle eastern politics and a consistent proponent of peace with israel for over forty years he walked a tightrope between palestinians
and arab radicals on the one hand and israel on the other avi shlaim reveals that hussein initiated a secret dialogue with israel in 1963 and spent hundreds
of hours in talks with countless israeli officials shlaim expertly reconstructs this dialogue from previously untapped records and first hand accounts
significantly rewriting the history of the middle east over the past fifty years and shedding light on the far reaching impact of hussein s leadership

A Concordance of the Proper Names in the Holy Scriptures 1923
the 21st century will present unprecedented challenges already in its first decade we have seen the dramatic impact of two systemic risks that of climate
change and that of the financial crisis the cause but also the solution to these crises lies in a deeper understanding of the underlying factors and int
dependencies new ways must be found to overcome deep obstacles and find common solutions to seemingly intractable problems the water crisis in the
middle east is a central challenge of the 21st century the future of the people of the region depends on finding lasting solutions due to the exhaustion and
pollution of available sources compounded by climate change demographic change and economic development the pressures of water resource
management will grow new solutions must urgently be found as business as usual is not sustainable this book provides vital new insights into possible
elements of a sustainable future in one key area that of the jordan river and dead sea basin the future development of the jordanian palestinian and israeli
people depends on finding a just and sustainable system of water resource management in this basin given the potential for regional and other conflicts
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arising out of tensions over water the ramifications are wider and even global in significance this volume provides fresh regional and international
perspectives which greatly assist in our understanding of the issues and their possible resolution

The Baptism of Jesus in the Jordan 1996
this new series is designed with the needs of introductory level students in mind it will also appeal to general readers who want to be better informed about
the latest advances in our understanding of the bible and of the intellectual political and religious world in which it was formed the authors in this series
bring to light the methods and insights of a whole range of disciplines including archaeology history literary criticism and the social sciences while also
introducing fresh insights and approaches arising from their own research book jacket

Jesus Research 2014-01-23
excerpt from across the jordan being an exploration and survey of part of hauran and jaulan his memoir written in english which naturally required here
and there the change of an idiom mr le strange has also provided the index the beautiful and careful illustrations which enrich this volume have all been
specially made from herr schumacher s own drawings and plans they will be found in no way inferior to those drawn for the memoirs of the survey by the
officers who executed that great work they are not only drawn and engraved for this work but they are also for the most part entirely new representing
ruins and sites never before sketched or surveyed about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more
at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct
the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a
blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that
remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

A Translation of the Old Testament Scriptures from the Original Hebrew 1885
1983 a kibbutz on the bank of the river jordan after a fateful protest march and on the eve of her wedding a young woman leaves for england never to
return decades later her daughter begins to uncover the devastating reality of her mother s childhood in a social experiment that discarded family life in
favour of the collective but can the truth ever be recovered spanning the years from 1967 2010 night swimming in the jordan dives into what it means to
grow up in someone else s utopia where the threat of war is ever present and relationships are coloured by ideology yaara lahav gregory grew up in a
kibbutz in israel a socialist farming community on the banks of the river jordan after two years of compulsory military service in the israeli air force she
moved to devon in the uk where she still lives yaara has spent many years as a teacher of both children and adults she loves to swim in rivers and in the
sea

Lion of Jordan 2009-10-06
ideal for spiritual seekers or anyone looking to explore the bible for the first time the niv journey bible is uniquely designed to help you discover the
practical aspects of christianity and better understand god based on the reveal study from the willow creek association this bible is intended for anyone in
the investigative stage of their spiritual journey the journey bible s exploratory approach addresses key questions you may have about the bible and its
relevance today notes and insights are woven throughout the accurate readable and clear new international version drawing you into the message and
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pointing the way toward a relationship with jesus icons visually trace seven explorer themes throughout scripture discovering god addressing questions
strengthening relationships reasons to believe knowing yourself why jesus managing resources features complete text of the accurate readable and clear
new international version niv introductory articles that define key concepts involved in being a spiritually open person book introductions that provide
helpful information about each book of the bible indexes niv dictionary concordance that helps explain and find things you re looking for five alive reading
plan covering genesis deuteronomy john acts and romans

The Jordan River and Dead Sea Basin 2009-10-01
to a large extent the history of the hashemite kingdom of jordan has been shaped by the interaction between jordan and palestine and between jordanians
and palestinians this book first published in 1994 discusses this relationship during one of its most critical phases through the prism of the biography of one
of the main actors in this saga a prime minister in the 1960s and early 70s wasf al tall

Narrative Art in the Bible 1989-01-01
this handbook to the rite of christian initiation of adults rcia written by a renowned religious educator and theologian invites converts the clergy and all
those engaged in the catechumenal process to appreciate anew the richness of the catholic faith regis duffy articulates the requirements for becoming and
remaining a full christian committed to gospel values on every level of life to the building of the kingdom of god on becoming a catholic is a complete
introduction to the essentials of the catechumenal process and clearly relates what the church teaches to its members duffy s exposition stresses the
theology of the cross as the root of all christian conversion and formation and its meaning for individual christians and parish life the word of god as
prophetic word in parish familial and personal lives learning to recognize the lord in unexpected places of our lives and world and nurture openness and
responsiveness to the word how to live and act as one marked by the cross and the word of god participating in a conversion process that profoundly
changes our priorities values lifestyle and most importantly our involvement in worship and sacraments what it means to be a christian community
discovering the meaning of the liturgical year and the church s role as teacher the value of lenten observance the meaning of good friday and the centrality
of the easter event as basis for a practical theology of our redemptive need and god s enduring response how honest eucharistic participation embodies a
renewed sense of personal commitment to christ and sense of mission and ministry in the community

Dictionary of Greek and Roman Geography 1873
strategically placed on the global chess board as well as controlling vast oil resources the middle east was one of the main theatres of cold war in the
1950s the soviet union had taken advantage of arab nationalists disillusion with british and french imperialism along with the emerging arab israeli conflict
to establish relations with egypt syria and iraq the united states responded by moving in to shore up the western position confrontation was inevitable
superpower intervention in the middle east was written in 1978 when this confrontation was at its height the book s main theme focuses on how the
superpowers became competitively involved in local middle east conflicts over which they could exercise only limited control and the risks of nuclear
confrontation of the kind which occurred at the end of the 1973 arab israeli war the threat to western oil supplies is also examined this is a fascinating work
of great relevance to scholars and students of middle eastern history and political diplomacy as well as those with an interest in the relationship between
the western superpowers and this volatile region
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Union Seminary Magazine 1894
new study of the christian topography a sixth century illustrated treatise and its intellectual milieu

Across the Jordan 2018-03-04

... Select Notes on the International Sunday School Lessons ... 1894

In the Levant 1876

Night Swimming in the Jordan 2023-08-04

NIV, The Journey Bible 2014-04-21

An Inquiry Into the Usage of Baptizo, and the Nature of Judaic Baptism 1871

A Bible Dictionary ... 1871

On Both Banks of the Jordan 2017-05-18

Lands of the Bible 1881

A Smaller Dictionary of the Bible for the Use of Schools and Young Persons 1888
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On Becoming a Catholic: The Challenge of Christian Initiation 2010-05-01

Manual of Biblical Archaeology: cont. 55. The sacrifice offered at the consecration of the
Priests 1887

Johnson's (revised) Universal Cyclopaedia 1890

Studies in the Four Gospels 1889

Superpower Intervention in the Middle East (Routledge Revivals) 2013-10-14

The World of Kosmas 2013-09-05

Dr. William Smith's Dictionary of the Bible 1888

East of the Jordan 1851
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